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GLEN EINICH 

Distance Ascent Time Difficulty 

27.3km 468m 1.5-2.5 hours Moderate 

 

Surface 

A mix of land rover track and well-constructed wide pathways with a section of fairly rough single 
track where the track reaches the river, but this can be avoided by following a higher land rover 
track at the cost of some additional climbing. 

Hazards 

River Crossings – there are a number of fords on the route and the ford across the Beanaidh Bheag 
can be particularly difficult to cross if the river is in spate. 

Start 

Car park at Inverdruie 

Finish 

Car park at Inverdruie 
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Route 

Follow the cycle path, which follows the road to Glenmore, to the entrance to the Rothiemurchus 
Camp & Caravan Park.  Turn right and follow the track on the right side of the campsite through 
Caledonian pine forest passing through various gates across the track.  Keep straight on as the 
track starts to climb steadily giving good views over the Rothiemurchus forest.  The track flattens 
out beyond Whitewell and the going is good until a junction of paths is reached at NH 928 066. 

Take the left fork at the junction to follow a path, which runs parallel to the river.  The path is well-
constructed at first, but it deteriorates into some wetter and muddier sections while remaining 
rideable throughout.  It is possible to avoid this section of the route by taking the right fork at the 
junction and following a track that climbs above the river before descending to re-join the path 
beyond the difficulties. 
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Beyond the point at which the two paths re-join (NH 925 048) the glen broadens and the 
Caledonian pine forest is replaced by open moorland.  The track provides good going, but crosses 
a number of fords across tributaries to the main river, the Am Beanaidh.  Under normal conditions 
these fords can be crossed without too much difficulty, but are a different proposition if the rivers 
are in spate. 

Loch Einich, ringing by high peaks, remains hidden to view until almost the last minute. 

Retrace the outward route to return to the start point. 

 


